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ABSTRACT. In general, deciding if a graph has a Hamiltonian path or has a perfect one error cor-
recting code are NP-complete problems. Previous work has shown that the iterated complete graphs
Kn

d do, in fact, have both Hamiltonian paths and (essentially) unique perfect one error correcting
codes. Here we ask if the graphs have Hamiltonian paths H (d+1) which respects the codes so that
every (d + 1)th vertex in the path is a codevertex and every other vertex is a non-codevertex. We
give an inductive proof of the existence of H (d +1) paths, and from this proof we show that there
are finite state machines which enumerate the path in the sense that given an index j, the machine
outputs the label of the jth vertex along the path. Further, there is a finite state machine which given
a vertex label l, the machine will give the index i of the vertex in the H (d +1) path. These results
generalize previous results for Kn

2 , the binary Gray codes, and for Kn
3 , the Towers of Hanoi graphs.

1. INTRODUCTION

A major inspiration for the study of iterated complete graphs comes from their relationship with
the puzzles Towers of Hanoi and Spin-Out, with vertices representing different configurations of
the puzzles and edges legal moves. Previous research teams have shown how to construct puzzles
for each iterated complete graph, have explored algorithms for finding solutions to these puzzles,
constructed Hamiltonian paths, and created perfect one-error correcting codes on iterated complete
graphs.

Although finding Hamiltonian paths for graphs is an NP-hard problem, there exist finite state
machines for enumerating Hamiltonian paths in iterated complete graphs. This result inspires our
question of research: do there exist machines that enumerate Hamiltonian paths that also respect
the perfect one-error correcting codes? We begin by exploring the bi-infinite family of iterated
complete graphs, different labeling methods, and the GU construction used to create perfect one-
error correcting codes. Afterwards, we give an inductive proof of the existence of these special
Hamiltonian paths for a general iterated complete graph. Later, we use this proof to establish
an upper bound on the number of states required in an enumerating finite state machine, and see
that for dimensions 2 and 3 manageable finite state machines follow. Finally, we show that these
code-respecting Hamiltonian paths are not unique for graphs of dimension 4 and greater.

2. GRAPHS

In this section, we introduce a bi-infinite family of graphs called iterated complete graphs.
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FIGURE 1. K2
6

2.1. Iterated Complete Graphs.

Definition 2.1. A (simple) graph G consists of a nonempty finite set V(G) of elements called ver-
tices, and a finite set E(G) of distinct unordered pairs of distinct elements of V(G) called edges. We
say that two distinct vertices v1 and v2 are adjacent if v1v2 ∈ E(G).

Definition 2.2. The degree of a vertex v is the number of vertices adjacent to v.

Definition 2.3. A complete graph on d vertices, Kd , is a graph in which all vertices are pairwise
adjacent. That is, |V (Kd)|= d and E(Kd) = {unordered pairs(ab) : a,b ∈V (Kd)}.

Definition 2.4. An iterated complete graph, Kn
d on d vertices with n iterations, is defined recur-

sively. K1
d is the complete graph on d vertices. Kn

d is composed of d copies of Kn−1
d and edges such

that exactly one edge connects each Kn−1
d subgraph to every other Kn−1

d subgraph, and exactly one
vertex in each of the Kn−1

d subgraphs has degree d−1.

Example 2.5. Figure 1 shows an example of an iterated complete graph, K2
6 .

Definition 2.6. A corner vertex, or corner, of the graph Kn
d is a vertex with degree d-1. We call

vertices that are not corner vertices non-corner vertices. These have degree d.

3. CODES

Definition 3.1. A perfect one-error-correcting code, or p1ecc, on a graph G is a subset C of V (G).
The vertices in C, called codevertices, are vertices such that:

• No two codevertices are adjacent.
• Every noncodevertex is adjacent to exactly one codevertex.
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FIGURE 2. K1
4 with the G coding scheme. The U coding scheme would be the

graph with no codevertices.

3.1. G-U Code Construction. It has been shown previously in [1] that the p1ecc coding scheme
for any iterated graph Kn

d is unique and can be produced recursively using the G−U construction
method. This method uses iterated complete graphs that are ”labeled” in the sense that every
vertex is labeled as a codevertex or noncodevertex, and in addition, one vertex is labeled as the
top vertex. For the G labeling, we get a p1ecc. For the U labeling, we get a p1ecc for the graph
with the corner vertices removed. The construction is given by:

For the first iteration n = 1, choose one vertex of K1
d and designate this as the top vertex. We

will refer to the other vertices as non-top vertices. For G1
d , we designate the top vertex as the only

codevertex. See Figure 2. We construct U1
d by not designating any vertex as a codevertex. Notice,

since every vertex of K1
d is a corner vertex, U1

d with the corners removed vacuously has a p1ecc.
Then in general:

To construct Gn
d when n is even, create d copies of Gn−1

d , then

1: Connect the non-top vertices of each Gn−1
d to each other such that all graphs Gn−1

d are
connected.

2: Leave the top vertex in each Gn−1
d unconnected. That is, each top vertex will have degree

d−1.
3: Choose one of the top vertices of any Gn−1

d graph to be the top vertex of Gn
d .

Note that all of the corner vertices will then be code vertices.

To construct Gn
d when n is odd, instead create one copy of Gn−1

d and d−1 copies of Un−1
d , then

1: Connect the top vertex of each Un−1
d to a distinct non-top corner vertex of Gn−1

d .
2: Choose one of the non-top corner vertices in each Un−1

d to remain unconnected, with
degree d−1.

3: Connect the remaining non-top vertices in the Un−1
d graphs such that all graphs are now

connected.
4: The top vertex of Gn−1

d is the top vertex of Gn
d .

Note that only the top vertex of Gn
d is a corner codevertex.

To construct Un
d when n is even, create one copy of Un−1

d and d−1 copies of Gn−1
d . Then,

1: Connect the top vertex of each Gn−1
d to a distinct non-top corner vertex of Un−1

d .
2: Choose one of the non-top vertices in each Gn−1

d to remain unconnected.
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FIGURE 3. K2
4 with the U coding scheme.

3: Connect the remaining non-top vertices in the Gn−1
d graphs to each other such that all

graphs are now connected.
4: The top vertex of Un−1

d is the top vertex of Un
d .

See Figure 3 for an example.

To construct Un
d when n is odd, create d copies of Un−1

d , then

1: Connect the non-top vertices of each Un−1
d to each other such that all graphs Un−1

d are
connected.

2: Leave the top vertex in each Un−1
d unconnected. That is, each top vertex has degree d−1.

3: Choose the top vertices of one Un−1
d graph to be the top vertex of Un

d .

The Gn
d codes are p1ecc for all d and all n. In fact, as shown in [1], this code is unique (up to

rotation) for iterated complete graphs if we fix the top vertex. The Un
d schemes are weak codes for

the graphs, since there are corner vertices which are adjacent to no codevertices.

4. LABELS

In order to create a labeled graph, we will assign each vertex of Kn
d a d-ary string of length n.

The dimension, d, of an iterated complete graph can be written as d = 2m ·q, where m ∈ N and
q is an odd integer. Each digit in the set {0, ...,d− 1} can be written in the form 2m · t + s, with
t ∈ {0, ...,q− 1} and s ∈ {0, ...,2n− 1}. We can consider these digits as the pairs

(t
s

)
. Then, a

vertex label can be written as (
tn tn−1 ... t1
sn sn−1 ... s1

)
.

Corner vertices of Kn−1
d within Kn

d will have labels of the form(
a t t ... t
s1 s2 0... 0

)
,
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FIGURE 4. We construct a Hamiltonian path on Kn
d by first constructing the path

for Kn−1
d . Then, rotate it onto the subcopies of Kn

d , and connect the edges.

and will have an edge connecting to a corner of another Kn−1
d , namely(

2t−a t t ... t
s1⊕ s2 s2 0... 0

)
,

where s1⊕ s2 indicates the bitwise sum of the binary representatives of s1 and s2. Notice, if a = t
and s1 = s2, this edge is from a vertex to itself, and otherwise this edge is between two distinct
vertices. The vertices with labels of the form(

t t ... t
s s 0... 0

)
are the corner vertices of Kn

d . Otherwise, the above edge will be from a corner vertex of the Kn−1
d ,

all of whose labels have first digit 2ma+s, to a corner vertex of the Kn−1
d which has labels beginning

with (2t−a)2m +(s1⊕ s2).

5. HAMILTONIAN PATHS ON Kn
d

Definition 5.1. A Hamiltonian path is a path in an undirected graph that visits each vertex in the
graph exactly once.

Theorem 5.2. There exists some Hamiltonian path between any two corner vertices on Kn
d for all

d,n ∈ N.

For a rigorous proof, see Baun and Chauhan [2]. These paths are constructed recursively, using
the graph structure itself. Clearly, K1

d contains a Hamiltonian path, as it is a complete graph. We
take d rotated copies of this path and connect the copies with edges to create a Hamiltonian path
for K2

d . Similarly, we use copies of the path on Kn−1
d to create a path for Kn

d . In Figure 4, we give
a pictorial proof for d = 3.

Theorem 5.3. There is a unique Hamiltonian path between any two corner vertices in the iterated
complete graph Kn

d , where d = 2,3.
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FIGURE 5. Two non-isomorphic paths on K2
5 .

FIGURE 6. The above FST outputs the position of a vertex in Kn
d in the Hamiltonian path.

The d = 2 case is obvious by construction of the graph. The d = 3 case was proven in [6] by
Merrill and Van. It is easy to show also that for d > 3 Hamiltonian paths are not unique. Now
consider the paths in Figure 5. These are clearly not rearrangements of each other. The path
depicted on the left stays in each copy of K1

5 until every vertex in that subgraph has been visited.
On the right, we move from one copy of K1

5 to another before visiting every vertex in the subgraph.
To find a method to construct non-isomorphic Hamiltonian paths for a general d > 3 see Carlson
and Schramm [3].

5.1. Finite State Transducers.

Definition 5.4. A finite state machine, abbreviated FSM, is an abstract mathematical model com-
posed of a finite number of states and transitions between those states that depend on an input
value. The input value of is usually a string of characters, which are read one character at a time.
Because it has a finite number of states, it has a finite internal memory.

FSMs are usually represented pictorially by a directed graph. The vertices represent the state set
and the edges represent the transition function.

Definition 5.5. A finite state transducer, abbreviated FST, is an FSM which outputs a value at
each transition.
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FIGURE 7. The Hamiltonian path given by the FST in Figure 6 for K3
3 .

Now that we have proven Hamiltonian paths exist for Kn
d , we would like to build a finite state

transducer that takes as input a vertex label and outputs the vertex’s position along the Hamiltonian
path. We will call machines such as these path enumeration machines.

Carlson and Schramm found a two state path enumeration machine for d odd, as seen in Figure
6. The FST utilizes a fixed ordering on subgraphs to eliminate extra states. The sequence S gives
this ordering. The Puzzle Labeling, described in Section 4, seems to be essential to give this simple
machine.

Definition 5.6. Let a, b be two numbers such that (a− b) is relatively prime to d. Then, the
sequence S is given by

s0 = a,

si+1 =

{
2b− si, if i≡ 0 mod 2
2a− si, otherwise.

Then, we create a function f that maps a number from the set {0, ...,d−1} to its first index in S.
Consider the path the machine gives for d = 3, shown with the G coding scheme in Figure 7.

The Hamiltonian path visits the codevertices at every fourth position, or every (d + 1)th position.
The machine’s transition function can be modified to give a path with the same property for d = 2.
Since the paths are unique for d = 2 and d = 3, this is to be expected. For d > 3, however, the
path does not respect any sort of pattern for the codevertices. This project’s aim is to find a FST to
enumerate paths which visit codevertices at every (d +1)th position in the path.

6. MOTIVATION FOR THE H (d +1) MACHINE

Since the codevertex pattern is present in the lowest dimensional cases for Kn
d , a natural question

is whether the pattern can be continued for higher dimensions, or greater values of d. Our first task
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in answering this question is to prove that Hamiltonian paths which visit codevertices at every
(d +1)th place exists for all d. We prove this in Section 7.

For notation purposes, let H (d + 1) refer to such a Hamiltonian path. We hope the proof of
existence leads to a FSM, which we call H.

Definition 6.1. Coding and decoding are mappings between the integers and the strings of code-
words, and vice versa. That is, there exist two mappings so that:

C : {0,1, ..., |Gn|−1}→ Gn

D : Gn→{0,1, ..., |Gn|−1},
where C codes and D decodes.

For CODE:
Take the input number x. Multiply x by d +1, which is simple in base d. Then, (d +1)x becomes
the input for the machine H. The result is the codeword for x, say H(x).
For DECODE:
Notice that we can reverse the machine for H, assuming we know which state should be our new
start state. Now, input H(x) into H−1. We expect to get (d +1)x, and divide by d +1 to get x.

When working with codewords, one error can change a codeword to one of the words which is
a label of an adjacent vertex. The above processes, CODE and DECODE, give an obvious method
for error-detection. That is, if we apply H−1 to some string y, and H−1(y) is not divisible by d+1,
then y is not a codeword.

Similarly, we can do error-correction. Take the vertices adjacent to the vertex labeled y. Note,
there are d−1 or d−2. Find the unique vertex whose label is divisible by d +1, and decode this
label. This will give the ”corrected” message that corresponds to y.

For some labeling methods, FSMs have been found for each of the above computations. How-
ever, it is clear that H, the machine which enumerates H (d+1) paths, would have greater elegance.

7. HAMILTONIAN PATHS AND PERFECT ONE-ERROR-CORRECTING CODES

Recall that H (d+1) refers to a Hamiltonian path that respects a p1ecc for a given d. “Non-top”
vertices are corner vertices that are not the top vertex. “Vertex v = x” denotes the count of the
vertex, or how many vertices have been counted since the last code vertex. For example, if for a
vertex v = 2, then two vertices before that vertex is a code vertex. For a given Kn

d , “start” and “end”
vertices refer to the corner vertices of Kn

d on which the H (d+1) path begins and ends respectively.
We denote the start vertex as s and the end vertex as f .

INDUCTIVE HYPOTHESES

Odd Hypotheses:

Hypothesis 7.1. For any two corner vertices an an odd graph Ud , there exists an H (d + 1) path
with s = 1 and f = d mod d +1.

Hypothesis 7.2. On an odd graph Gd , there exist H (d +1) paths
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a: from the top vertex to any other non-top vertex with start vertex s = 0 and end vertex
f = d−1.

b: from any non-top vertex to the top vertex with start vertex s = 2 and end vertex f = 0.
c: between any two non-top vertices with start vertex s = x and end vertex

f = x−2 mod (d +1) where x ∈ {3,4, . . . ,d}.

Even Hypotheses:

Hypothesis 7.3. For any two corner vertices on an even graph Gd , there exists an H (d +1) path
with start vertex s = 0 and end vertex f = 0.

Hypothesis 7.4. On an even graph Ud , there exist H (d +1) paths
a: from the top vertex to any other non-top vertex with start vertex s= 1 and end vertex f = 1.
b: from any non-top vertex to the top vertex with start vertex s = d and end vertex f = d.
c: between any two non-top vertices with start vertex s = x and end vertex f = x where

x ∈ {2,3, . . . ,d−1}.

BASE CASES

7.1. First iteration, n=1. Consider the graph G1
d . If we start at the top vertex, a code vertex, then

we travel to each of the remaining vertices for an end count of f = d−1. If we instead start at any
non-top vertex with s = x where x ∈ {2,3, . . . ,d− 1}, then there are d + 1− x vertices before the
code vertex. Since there is a total of d−1 non-code vertices in G1

d , there are x−2 vertices after the
code vertex for an end count of f = x−2. When f = x−2 6= 0, the last vertex is a non-top vertex.
In the special case s = 2, then f = 0, and so the last vertex is the top vertex. Thus, Hypothesis 7.2
holds for n = 1.

Now consider the graph U1
d . Note there are no code vertices in U1

d . Starting at any corner vertex
with s = 1, there are d vertices in U1

d , and so the end vertex has count f = d. Thus, Hypothesis 7.1
holds for n = 1.

7.2. Second iteration, n=2. Consider the graph G2
d . Given a start count of s = 0, then as shown

above we end our tour of the first of the d G1
d subgraphs with end count f 1 = d− 1. For each of

the remaining d−1 G1
d subgraphs, the start count increases by 1 and the end count decreases by 2

for a total change of -1. Thus, the final count is

f = f 1− (d−1) = 0

Therefore, Hypothesis 7.3 holds for n = 2.
Now consider the graph U2

d . If we start with a count of s = 1 at the top vertex, we travel through
the first subgraph U1

d with an end count of f = d as shown above. We then enter the top of the first
G1

d subgraph with a start count of s = d + 1 = 0, and thus end this subgraph with f = d− 1. For
the remaining d−2 G1

d subgraphs, the start count again increases by 1 and the end count decreases
by 2 for an end count of

f = d +(d−1)−2(d−1) = 1.
If we instead start with a count of s = x at a non-top vertex with s∈ {2,3, . . . ,d}, then there exist

x− 1 G1
d subgraphs before the subgraph U1

d . After U1
d , f = d, and the remaining d− 1− (x− 1)
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FIGURE 8. One tour through G2n+1
d with s = 0. The circles denote the start and

end of the path, and the black dots are the top vertices of each subgraph.

subgraphs decrease the end count by 1 each, for a final end count of

f = d− (d−1− (x−1)) = x.

When f 6= d the last vertex is a non-top vertex. In the special case of s = d, then f = d and so
the last vertex is the top vertex, as only the U1

d subgraph can have an end count of f = d. Thus,
Hypothesis 7.2 holds for n = 2. We have now shown that Hypotheses 7.3-7.2 hold for the first and
second iterations.

INDUCTIVE STEP

We now assume Hypotheses 7.3-7.2 to be true for K2n−1
d and K2n

d and show that this implies the
truth of these hypotheses for the K2n+1

d and K2n+2
d .

7.3. G2n+1
d . Consider the odd graph G2n+1

d written as a combination of even subgraphs K2n
d as in

Figure 8.
Starting at the top vertex of G2n+1

d in the subgraph G2n
d with a start count of s = 0, there exists

an H (d + 1) path to a corner of G2n
d with end count f = 0 (Hypothesis 7.3). We then connect

G2n
d to the top vertex of any U2n

d , which gives a start count of s = 1 for this U2n
d . Thus, there is

an H (d + 1) path through this subgraph with end vertex f = 1 (Hypothesis 7.4.a). Similarly, we
can then connect this U2n

d to the next, for a new start count of s = 2 and an end count of f = 2
(Hypothesis 7.4.c). Continuing this process, we tour each subgraph in an H (d + 1) path with a
final count of

f = 0+(d−1)≡ (d−1) mod (d +1)
since there are d−1 copies of U2n

d in G2n+1
d . Thus, Hypothesis 7.2.a holds.
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FIGURE 9. One tour through G2n+1
d with s = x. The circles denote the start and end

of the path, and the black dots are the top vertices of each subgraph.

If we instead begin on a non-top corner vertex with a start count of s = x where x ∈ {2,3, . . . ,d},
then there exists an H (d + 1) path though the first U2n

d with end count f = x (Hypothesis 7.4.b
and 7.4.c). As we connect one U2n

d subgraph to the next, the end count f increases by one until
f = d, at which point the next subgraph is the G2n

d subgraph (Figure 9). Since there are d− 1
subcopies of U2n

d , if s = x, then the d − x + 1 subgraph will have end count f = d. The next
subgraph is then G2n

d with end count f = 0. Since there are d subgraphs total, there now remain
(d)− (d− x+1)−1 = x−2 subgraphs, each of which increases the end count by one, for a final
end count of f = x− 2. If x 6= 2, then there is at least one subgraph U2n

d after G2n
d , and so the

path will end on a non-top vertex. Otherwise, the path ends in G2n
d , ending on a top vertex. Thus,

Hypothesis 7.2.b and 7.2.c hold.

7.4. U2n+1
d . Now consider the odd graph U2n+1

d as in Figure 10. If we start at any corner vertex
with a start count of s = 1, then there exists an H (d + 1) path through the first U2n

d ending with
f = 1 (Hypothesis 7.4.a). We can then traverse the remaining d−2 copies along an H (d+1) path,
increasing the end vertex count by one for each of the remaining d−2 copies (Hypothesis 7.4.c).
This leaves us with an end count of

f = 1+d−1 = d.

Thus, Hypothesis 7.1 holds for the n+1 case.

7.5. G2n+2
d . Next consider the even graph G2n+2

d written as a combination of odd subgraphs K2n+1
d ,

as in Figure 11.
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FIGURE 10. One tour through U2n+1
d with s = 1. The circles denote the start and

end of the path, and the black dots are the top vertices of each subgraph.

FIGURE 11. One tour through G2n+2
d with s = 0. The circles denote the start and

end of the path, and the black dots are the top vertices of each subgraph.

Every corner of G2n+2
d is a code vertex, so we begin with a start count of s = 0. After the first

subgraph G2n+1
d , f = 0−2 = d−1 mod d+1 (Hypothesis 7.2). Thus, the next subgraph will have

start count s = d and end count f = d− 2 (Hypothesis 7.2.c). For the next d− 3 subgraphs, the
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FIGURE 12. One tour through U2n+2
d with s = 1. The circles denote the start and

end of the path, and the black dots are the top vertices of each subgraph.

end count decreases by 1 each, and so the d−1 subgraph is left with end count

(d−2)− (d−3)≡ 1 mod d +1.

Thus, the last G2n+1
d subgraph has start count s = 2 and end count f = 0 (Hypothesis 7.2.b).

Therefore, Hypothesis 7.3 holds for the n+1 case.

7.6. U2n+2
d . Finally, consider the even graph U2n+2

d as in Figure 12. Starting at the top vertex of
the subgraph U2n+1

d with s = 1 gives an H (d + 1) through U2n+1
d with f = d (Hypothesis 7.1).

Thus, for the next subgraph G2n+1
d , s = 0 and so f = d− 1 (Hypothesis 7.2.a). The next G2n+1

d
subgraph then has start count s = d and end count f = d − 2, decreasing the end count by 1.
(Hypothesis 7.2.c). Similarly, the remaining d− 3 subgraphs each decrease the end vertex count
by 1 for a final count of d− 2− (d− 3) = 1. Thus, given a start count of s = 1, the end count is
f = 1, and so Hypothesis 7.4.a holds for the n+1 case.

If we instead begin on a non-top corner vertex in some G2n+1
d with a start count of s = x where

x ∈ {2,3, . . . ,d}, then there exists an H (d + 1) path though the first G2n+1
d with end count f =

x−2 (Hypothesis 7.2.b and 7.2.c). As we connect one G2n
d subgraph to the next, the end count f

decreases by one until f = 0, at which point the next subgraph is the U2n+1
d subgraph (Figure 13).

Since there are d−1 subcopies of G2n+1
d , if s = x, then the x−1 subgraph will have end count

f = 0. The next subgraph is then U2n+1
d with start count s = 1 and thus end count f = d (Hy-

pothesis 7.1). Since there are d subgraphs total, there now remain d− x subgraphs, each of which
decreases the end count by one, for a final end count of f = d− (d−x) = x. If x 6= d, then there is
at least one subgraph G2n+1

d after U2n+1
d , and so the path will end on a non-top vertex. Otherwise,
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FIGURE 13. One tour through U2n+2
d with s = x. The circles denote the start and

end of the path, and the black dots are the top vertices of each subgraph.

the path ends in U2n+1
d , ending on a top vertex. Thus, Hypothesis 7.4.b and 7.4.c hold for the n+1

case.

Thus, by assuming Hypotheses 7.3-7.2 are true for K2n−1
d and K2n

d , we have shown that these
hypotheses are also true for K2n+1

d and K2n+2
d . Therefore, by Hypotheses 7.3 and 7.2, for all Gn

d ,
there exists some H (d +1) path with start count s = 0.

�

8. NON-ISOMORPHIC H (d +1) PATHS

For iterated complete graphs of dimension 2 and 3, there exists one unique Hamiltonian path,
and this path respects the perfect one-error correcting code imposed on these graphs [3]. For
dimensions 4 and above, however, H (d +1) paths are not unique. We prove this by constructing
non-isomorphic paths in U2

d coupled with a subgraph argument. Recall that as given in Section 7,
the count of a vertex is the number of vertices in the H (d + 1) since the last codevertex. Given
two paths X and Y , the two paths are non-isomorphic if the count of exactly one pair of corner
vertices differs. The two paths are also non-isomorphic if the paths are identical except for some
two subpath regions that are not isomorphic (Figure 14). This is not the only way to prove two
paths are non-isomorphic, but it is an effective method for our purpose.

Proof. Let X be an H (d + 1) path in U2
d with d > 3 and start count s = 1. We construct another

H (d+1) path Y which is not isomorphic to X by making exactly one pair of corner vertices in X
and Y have different counts.
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FIGURE 14. Assume that X and Y are non-isomorphic. Then since the larger paths
are identical except for these subpaths, the larger paths are also non-isomorphic.

In X , one of the G1
d graphs which makes up U2

d must be entered (or exited) at a codevertex. This
fixes the count of two vertices in this subgraph, and so there exist d−2 vertices in this G1

d with an
unspecified count, one of which is a corner vertex c of U2

d . For d = 2, there are no vertices besides
the already chosen start and end vertices, and for d = 3 the count of the only remaining vertex is
implied. For d > 3, however, there exists at least one other free vertex v, and so there is a choice
for the count of the corner vertex c. We can thus construct Y so that c is visited when v is visited in
X and v is visited when c is visited in X . Then by construction, X 6∼= Y since X and Y have exactly
one pair of corner vertices with different counts. In addition, because the start and end counts of
the paths in U2

d are the same, X 6∼= Y even if they are taken in the reverse order. An example of this
construction is given in Figure 15 for U2

4 .
Now that we have two non-isomorphic paths, we can incorporate these two paths to create pairs

of non-isomorphic paths for all iterations Gn
d . Build an H (d + 1) path A with start count s = 0

through G3
d that includes X . Note that as discussed in Section 7, if we start an H (d + 1) path in

G3
d with count s = 0, the order of the subgraphs is Gs=0

f=0, U s=1
f=1, . . . , U s=d−1

f=d−1. Thus, we can use the
path X in this first U2

d subgraph. Then copy A and replace the path segment X with Y ; call this
new path B . Since the two paths A and B in G3

d are otherwise identical and X 6∼= Y , then A 6∼= B .
We now have two non-isomorphic paths through G3

d with start count s = 0.
To create a pair of non-isomorphic paths for a general Gn

d , we build two paths in a manner similar
as above but in an abstract case. We proceed using an inductive argument with the following
hypothesis:

Hypothesis 8.1. There exist a pair of non-isomorphic H (d + 1) paths X and Y in the graph Gn
d

with start count s = 0.
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FIGURE 15. Because the counts of exactly one pair of corner vertices differs, the
two paths are not isomorphic.

We now use this hypothesis to prove the existence of non-isomorphic paths for all Gn
d , where

d > 3 and n > 2. It is shown above that Hypothesis 8.1 holds for n = 3. The inductive step is now
simple. Construct two isomorphic H (d +1) paths A and B in G2n

d with start count s = 0 that use
the subpath X given by Hypothesis 8.1 to traverse the first subgraph G2n−1

d . Then take the path
B and replace the subpath through this same G2n−1

d with its non-ismorphic partner Y . Then by
construction, A and B are otherwise identical and have start count s = 0. However, X 6∼= Y and so
the paths A and B are not isomorphic. Thus, there exists a pair of non-isomorphic paths with start
count s = 0 in G2n+2

d .
Now we build non-isomorphic paths in G2n+1

d . Create a pair of isomorphic paths A and B
starting at the top vertex of G2n+1

d with s = 0 using the path X as given by Hypothesis 8.1 to
traverse the first subgraph G2n

d . Then take the path B and replace the path X with the path Y .
Then by construction, because these two paths through G2n+1

d are identical with the exception that
one uses the subpath X and the other Y , the two paths through G2n+1

d are non-isomorphic, and the
proof is complete. Our hypothesis is now a theorem. �

Theorem 8.2. For all n > 2 and d > 3 there exists a pair of non-isomorphic H (d+1) paths in the
graph Gn

d and Un
d .

The proof given above is an explicit construction to build non-isomorphic paths in Gn
d . For both

Gn
d and Un

d , this theorem follows by replacing one subpath in an H (d + 1) path X to obtain a
non-isomorphism Y . The full proof for Un

d is left to the reader.
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FIGURE 16. The FSM shown above takes as input a binary string and outputs the
associated reflected binary Gray code. Note, this machine is also reversible.

9. FSM FOR d = 2

Using the graph Kn
2 and the construction outlined in Section 7, we are able to build a finite state

transducer which correctly takes the binary position of a vertex and outputs its label in reflected
binary Gray code. This machine is shown in Figure 17. Notice, there are only two transition
functions, the identity function and a function that maps 0 to 1 and 1 to 0. This leads to an
obvious reduction of states. We can partition the state set into two sets. The first set we get,
B1 = {GO

0 ,G
E
0 ,G

O
2 ,U

O
1 ,UE

1 ,UE
2 }, is the set of states which send 0→ 0 and 1→ 1.That is, their

output is the identity function. The second set, B2 = {GO
0 R,GE

0 R,GO
2 R,UO

1 R,UE
1 R,UE

2 R}, is the
set of states which send 0→ 1 and 1→ 0. Consider the Gray to binary machine, in Figure 16.
Our state set B1 is isomorphic to the state prev 0, and B2 is isomorphic to prev 1. Thus, the
machine given by the proof in Section 7 simplifies to the Gray to binary machine in Figure 16. It
is also important to note this machine has a similar structure to the machine found by Carlson and
Schramm in [3].

10. AN UPPER BOUND

For d > 2, the machine’s state set grows to a size that makes it unreasonable to compute by hand.
This leads to the question of a bound on the size of the state set for a general d. At this time, we
are only able to give an upper bound of 8(d +1)(d−1)d. We base this bound on three points:

• The proof in Section 7 has 8 cases.
• The start count of a subgraph, s, has (d +1) values.
• The path has d choices for a start vertex in a given subgraph, Kn

d , and (d−1) choices for a
final vertex.

Given a stronger analysis, reduction of this upper bound is possible. We know, for instance, that
some of the 8 cases can only exist with a given choice for s. However, at worst, there are all of
the above cases, giving us a finite number of states. The labeling we choose for the graphs will
also have a bearing on the size of the state set. As we saw in Section 9, states were shown to be
equivalent because they computed the same output function, and transitioned to equivalent states.
Since the puzzle labeling has so many nice properties, we suspect that using this labeling will lead
to a significant decrease in the number of required states.
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FIGURE 17. The FST given by the proof in Section 7 for d = 2.

11. CONCLUSION

In 2011, Carlson and Shramm proved the existence of Hamiltonian paths in a general iterated
complete graph Kn

d , as well as the existence of non-isomorphic paths. However, the machine they
constructed did not produce H (d+1) paths for d > 3. It was conjectured that due to the restrictions
of regularity there did not exist finite state machines for enumerating H (d + 1) paths for general
iterated complete graphs, and this was left as a future research topic.

In our research regarding H (d +1) paths, we have proven the existence of H (d +1) paths for
a general Kn

d and that these H (d +1) paths are not unique for d > 3 and n > 2. A consequence of
our proof of existence is that there do exist finite state machines for enumerating H (d +1) paths;
however, our bound is somewhat unsatisfactory. This bound predicts a maximum of 48 states
needed for d = 2, while a direct approach revealed a finite state machine using only 12 states. We
believe that this bound may reduce, especially if one could find a natural constraint, similar to the
ordering used by Carlson and Schramm. We believe using computational analysis to enumerate
many different H (d + 1) paths and searching for some sort of pattern may be fruitful for future
endeavors.
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